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Appendix B: Unstructured Interview Topics

Topic of Discussion Sub Topics

Very Wordy Sections - What can stay and what can be
removed

- Bullet points instead of sentences

Out of Data Information N/A

Purpose of Panels - Purpose of information of each panel
- Purpose of paragraphs and graphs

Flow of Exhibition - How Does each panel flow ?
- What comes after each panel ?

Appendix C: Guide for Virtual Implementation

Below is a step-by-step guide to implementing the climate change exhibition on a virtual
platform using the software provided by Ikonkospace. This guide can be put into place once the
budget has been amended and the invoice has been paid. The WPI team can provide remote
assistance if necessary in the process. Ikonkospace customer service is also available for any
technical issues in the implementation process and can be contacted via email at
info@ikonospace.com.

1. Create an Ikonospace account at https://art.kunstmatrix.com/en/user/register
2. Purchase template through Ikonospace email provided above
3. Download template purchased through Ikonospace

a. Template should be available on account after purchase and easily accessed
4. Obtain all Climate Change Exhibition panels via flash drive left by WPI team
5. Plug the flash drive into the computer, and locate the PDF files of the panels in the folder

labeled “Climate Change Exhibition Panels”
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6. Upload the panels to Ikonospace template, ensuring the resolution size is lowered to the
maximum allowable amount pixels

a. If any issues arise here, please contact and create zoom meeting with
ikonospace, can help make sure the dimensions are correct when uploading

b. If Audio file is available, click audio tab on the top and insert the audio for the
specific panel

7. Enter the virtual template space
8. Click on the large check mark on the wall and click add image. Choose the select panel

that you would like to have uploaded to the section of wall and click confirm
a. Repeat this step for all 12 panels, spacing them at your own will around the

virtual space allowing each panel to be in its own section
b. Click on the corner of the image to resize, allowing for largest and most readable

size possible
9. Pay Ikonospace to publish fee of 10 Euros, then publish the virtual exhibit to the internet

for access to all
a. 10 Euros will need to be paid every month to keep the website published and

running, can set up a payment that goes through automatically through the help
of Ikonospace

10. Imbend the Virtual exhibit to the current EduVentures website using the embed code
provided by Ikonosapce when publishing a virtual platform

a. Use the original web developer for assistance
b. The embed code can be copied and pasted directly onto the EduVentures

website and will run with full functionality
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